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Abst rac t - -By  analogy with the DBF model of optically-active electromagnetic media, some gener- 
alizations are considered so that memory effects are incorporated. Next, thermodynamic restrictions 
are derived. It turns out that, via suitable restrictions, the DBF model is compatible with ther- 
modynamics. Also, the analogous terms in a model for nongyrotropic solids are not allowed. The 
appropriate modification for such a model is indicated. © 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Upon passage through an optical active medium, the direction of polarization of linearly polarized 
light is rotated. This phenomenon is exhibited by the stereoisomers of organic chemistry and 
by anisotropic materials uch as crystals and ferrites. Indeed, optical rotation was discovered 
by Arago and Biot in connection with the propagation through anisotropic rystals. Next, Biot 
found that optical rotation occurs also in organic liquids which are isotropic. The term natural 
optical activity was then ascribed to such materials thus regarding isotropic optical activity as 
more natural than optical activity in anisotropic materials. A historical overview of discoveries 
and modelling about optical activity is given in [1]. 
In this paper, attention is addressed to constitutive models for natural optical activity. In this 
regard, we mention that perhaps the most widely applied model is named after Drude-Born- 
Fedorov (DBF) and is given the form 
D = e(E+IV  × E), B = ~(H+IV  x H) ,  (1) 
where D is the electric displacement, E is the electric field, B is the magnetic induction, and 
H is the magnetic field. These equations are usually considered in the frequency domain, and 
hence, e, #, i are frequency-dependent scalars. 
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The purpose of this paper is to investigate appropriate generalizations of (1), and to cast 
them in a thermodynamic framework (cf. [2,3]). Formal simplicity indicates that we restrict 
attention to isotropic media. The generalizations allow for dissipation through memory effects 
and electric onduction. Also, terms with higher-order derivatives are considered in the standard 
form for nongyrotropic media. Necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained for compatibility 
of the models with the statement of second law for nonlocal materials. In particular, we answer 
the question whether the simultaneous occurrence of A in (1), is compatible with or is required 
by thermodynamics. We find that it is consistent with the second law and, furthermore, it is 
necessary if e and p are real valued. Also, we show that a standard form of constitutive quations 
with second-order derivatives is inadequate to account for optical activity through DBF-like 
terms. 
2. SECOND LAW FOR NONLOCAL MATERIALS  
Let ft c R 3 be the region occupied by the body under consideration. For any position vector x, 
consider functions of t E [0, T]. Let J be the electric current density and denote by a superposed 
dot the derivative with respect o the time t. We say that a cycle, at x and in [0, T], is a 
set of functions E, H, D, B, J such that the values at t = 0 equal the values at t = T, i.e., 
E(x, 0) = E(x, T ) , . . . ,  J (x,  0) --- J (x,  T). The second law, for isothermal systems, is taken as the 
assertion that there is a vector function N on f tx  [0, T] such that the inequality 
f0T [H.  B + 1~. D-E - J -  V -N]  d t<0 (2) 
holds for every cycle in [0, T] (cf. [4-6]). 
Let E and H depend on time t in forms (3) and (4). 
E(x, t) = El(X) coswt + E2(x) sinwt, (3) 
H(x,  t) = Hi (x)  coswt + H2(x) sinwt. (4) 
For linear constitutive quations, also D, B, and J take the same form. Hence, we have 
H .B  +E.D-  E .  J = w(E2-D1 +H2-B1)cos  2wt -w (El • D2 +H1 • B2)sin 2wt 
+w(E2 "D2-  E1 .D1 +H2 .B2 - H1 - B1)sinzztcoswt 
- [(El" J1 cos 2wt + E2" J2 sin2 wt + (E l .  J2 + E2. J1)sinwtcoswt] . 
The duration T may be identified with m times 2zc/w, m being any positive integer. For formal 
simplicity, we let m ----- 1. The function N is assumed to take on equal values at t = 0, T. It may 
happen that the period for N is T/2.  
Integration with respect o t c [0, T] yields 
T 
9~0 [H.  B +E.  D-  E .  J -  V .  N] dr--  ~r (E2-D1 ÷H2 • B1 - E1 • D2 - H1 • B2) 
-- (~)  (E I " J I  -~-E2" J2 ) -  ( -~)  V 'N(w) ,  
where N is the mean value of N in [0, T]. This means that (linear) constitutive quations are 
compatible with the second law (2) only if 
E2" D1 q- H2 • B1 - E1 • D2 - H1 • B2 - I (E1  • J1 + E2" J2) - 2V '  N(w) ~ 0. (5) 
~d 02 
Conversely, let E ,H ,D,B , J  be periodic with period 2n/w. Hence, at any point x, the functions 
E(x, t ) , . . . ,  J (x,  t) are taken in the form E(x) fE ( t )  . . . . .  J (x ) f j ( t ) .  The functions fE  . . . . .  f j  are 
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assumed to be periodic and continuous in [0, T] and, moreover, ]E, in  are assumed piecewise 
continuous. This implies that rE, . . . ,  fJ can be represented by Fourier series, e.g., 
rE(t) = -~ao + E [ak cos k03t + bk sin k03t] ,
k=l  
where w ---- 2~r/T and 
2f0  ak = "~ fE (t) COS kwt dt, bk = ~ fE(t)sinkwtdt. 
Moreover, fE and fH can be differentiated term by term to obtain ]E and 9~H . 
Represent E(x, t) as 
oo  
E(x, t) = ~ Ekl cos k03t + Ek2 sin k03t 
k=0 
and the like for H . . . .  , J  while Ekl = l~(x)ak, Ek2 = ]~(x)bk. The dependence of Ekl and Ek2 
on x is understood and not written. Since (5) holds for every frequency 03, we can write also 
k (Ek2 • Dkl + Hk2 • Bk l  - -  Ekl • Dk2 - -  Hkl • Bk2)  
_ (1 ) (Ek l . J k l+Ek2. Jk2)_  (2 )  V .~k<0,  (6) 
for every integer k and any chosen w. The index k for N is a reminder that Nk -~ N(kw). 
Upon substituting the pertinent series, we see that the left-hand side of (2), at any x, becomes 
Too  oo  
03 f0 Z Z {k [Dhl cosh~t + Dmsinhwt].  [-Ekl sink03t + Ek2cosk03t] 
h=O k=l  
~- [Bhl COS h/Mr "4- Bh2 sin h03t] • [--Hkl sin k03t + Ha2 cos k03t]} dt 
/0 ~0 T ~-~[Jhl COShwt + Jh2sinhwt] [Eal cOSk03t + Ek2sink03t] dt V .  N dt. = k-~O 
Term by term integration, as t E [0, T), shows that the only nonzero terms are those with h = k. 
Furthermore, integration gives a common factor T/2 = Ir/~o. Hence, we have 
Zk  (--Dkl" Ek2 + Dk2" Ekl - Bkl" Hk2 + Bk2" Hkl) --1 ~ (Jkl" Ekl + Jk2"Ek2)--2V'Nk.  
0)  "----" 03 
k=l  4=1 
In view of (6), we conclude that (2) holds for any pair of functions E(t), H(t) which are continuous 
with pieeewise continuous derivatives. 
3. GENERAL IZAT ION OF  THE DBF  MODEL 
Given e ° and e t E LI(•+), possibly dependent on the position x E ~ c ~3, we denote by e* a 
generalized convolution in the form 
(~* E)(x,t) = e°(x)E(x,t) + e'(x,u)E(x,t  -u )  du. 
As a generalization of the DBF model (1), we consider the constitutive quations 
D- - - -~*E+~*V×E,  
B=~*H+~*V×H,  
J=~*E+~*VxE,  
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where electric conductivity and (fading) memory effects are allowed. The dependence of e° , . . . ,  @ 
and of the functions e' . . . . .  7' on the position means that the material is allowed to be inhomo- 
geneous. There is no conceptual difficulty in replacing the scalars e ° . . . .  ,7 °, e ' (u) , . . . ,  7'(u) with 
second-order tensors but it is for formal simplicity that we restrict attention to the isotropic case. 
Let E and H depend on time t in forms (3) and (4). Upon substitution, we have 
D = D1 coswt + D2 sinwt, 
where 
D1 = @0 + elc) E1 + etsE2 -1- (s  0 -I- o/c) V x E1 -t- s :V  x E2, (7) 
D2 = (e ° + e'c) E2 - -  e~E1 + (S 0 -t- S~) V × E2 - a',V x El ,  (8) 
and the like for B and J.  The subscripts c, s denote the cosine and sine Fourier transforms. 
Detailed calculations are more profitably performed by using the phaser epresentation. Letting 
g = E 1 + iE2, 
we have 
E1 coswt + E2 sinwt = N[E exp(- iwt) ] ,  
where N denotes the real part. Upon substitution for E in the expression for D, we have 
D(t) = N[(eE + aV x E) exp( - iwt) ] ,  
where 
/? /o e = e ° + e'(u) exp(iwu) du, s = a ° + s ' (u )  exp(iwu) du. 
If we let 
and observe that 
7) = D1 +iD2 := eg + sV  x g 
= + + = s ° + + 
representations (7),(8) are recovered. By  the same token, we find that  
B = #7- /+ ,5'V x 7-/, ,.7 = a~ + I 'V  x g. 
Maxwell's equations then take the form 
V x E = iwB, V x 7-l = - iw7)  + ,.7.. (9) 
Upon substitution, we have 
7) -= eE + iwaB, 13 = #7-I - iw~7) + t3,.7", J = aE + iwTB. 
The solution for 7), B, J in terms of E and 7-/turns out to be 
7) = e(1 - iw~7) + iwsl~a g + iws#-  (lO) 
B = ~a --siwl~e E+-~TI,# (11) 
j = a(1 - w2s/3) + e(w2/~7 - 1)g + iw#7_[ 
5 ---~--.., (12) 
where 5 = 1 -w2af~-  iw~7. Hence, we obtain D1, D2 . . . . .  J2 in terms of E, ,  E2, H I ,  H2. 
As with any thermodynamic analysis, we have to ascertain which quantities can be chosen 
arbitrarily. Equations (9) may be viewed as the definitions of V × E and V x 7/ in that, for 
any triplet of vectors B, 7), J ,  the values of V x g and V x T /as  given by (9) satisfy Maxwell's 
equations. Further, the remaining equations for V • B and V • 7) are viewed as constraints on 
the derivatives of B and 7). Accordingly, Maxwell's equations allow the vector values 7), B, o ~" to 
be chosen arbitrarily at any point x E ~. In turn, once we refer to the constitutive quations in 
form (10)-(12), the vector values E and 7-/can be chosen arbitrarily at any point x E f~. 
For definiteness, we now examine in detail particular cases. 
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4.  RESTRICT IONS FOR A D ISS IPAT IVE  DBF  MODEL 
Let ~r,-/= 0. Hence, (10) and (11) simplify to 
:D = a£ + bT-/, B = c£ + dT-/, (13) 
where 
, iwa# - iw/3,  # (14) 
a = 1 - w2a/3 ' b = 1 - w2a/3 ' c = 1 - w2a/~ ' d = 1 - ¢02a/3" 
Really, we look for conditions on generic oefficients a, b, c, d 6 C in (13) and next we particularize 
to the coefficients (14). 
Inequality (5), with J = 0, can be written as 
~{~e*  • v + i~7~*. B} < 0, 
where the superscript * means complex conjugate. Hence, because of (13), we have 
-a ,  (E~ + E~) - d, (H~ + H 2) - (bl + c , ) (E l .  H1 + E2.  H2) 
- (bR - cR)  (E l  • H2  - E2- H1) < 0,  
(15) 
for every w > 0, where the subscripts R and I denote the real and the imaginary part. The 
arbitrariness of E I ,  E2, H I ,  H2 implies that 
at >__ 0, dl >_ O, 
(bl + Cl) 2 + (bR - CR) 2 <_ 4ai dl. 
(i6) 
(17) 
These conditions are also sufficient for (15) to hold. 
Apply now these conditions to (14). Inequalites (16) become 
0~a1= 
0<dl  = 
, ,  [1 - ~2 (~ZR - ~/3~)] + ,R~ ~ (~/3R + ~R/3~) 
[1 - w2aZf2 
m [1 - oJ 2 (aR/~a - ai/31)] +/zR~ 2 (~I/3R + aR&) 
If, further, the chiral coefficients a,/3 are real, then (16) and (17) become 
el /Zl > 0, > 0, 1 - w2afl 1 - w2a~ 
~2 [(~,R -/3,R)2 + (~, ,  +/3,,)~] _< 4 , , , ,  
For small values of the chiral coefficients, namely when w2aj3 < 1, we get e1 _> 0 and #I  > 0 
as for dissipative dielectric and magnetic solids. If the bodies are nondissipative ( i = 0,/Zl = 0) ,  
then we have 
a# =/3e. 
This shows that the DBF model (1), where a = eA and/3 = #A, is compatible with thermody- 
namics. 
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5. MATERIALS  WITH H IGHER-ORDER EFFECTS 
Motivated by the model of isotropic and nongyrotropic media (cf. [7]), we look for constitutive 
equations of the form 
D= eg+aV x g+V x (~V x 6) +V(VV.E) ,  
B = ~7~ + flV x 7~ + V x (~V x ~)  + V(¢V.  ~) .  
In the time domain, these equations may be written, e.g., as 
(18) 
(19) 
D =~,E+~,V  × E+V(x~,V  x E )+V(~,V .E ) .  
Also, e ° ,e ' ( . ) , . . . ,  and hence e,. . .  are allowed to depend on the position so that the body is 
allowed to be inhomogeneous. 
The degree of arbitrariness allowed by Maxwell's equations may be established as follows. Let 
~,¢ ~ 0. At any point, the values of E,T/ and of 7),B, and hence, of V × T/, V x £ by (9), 
can be chosen arbitrarily. Correspondingly, the values of V(V • 6) and V(V • 7-l) are given by 
(18) and (19). Also, the constraint on V.  B and V.  :D is satisfied through appropriate values of 
A(V.  E) and A(V. T/). 
Inequality (5) can be written as 
{iw [eC* • $ + a~* • (V x C) + ~* • V x (vV x 6) + 6" • V(vV.  ~)~7~* 
• ~ +/~n.* • (v x 7¢) + ~*.  v x (~v × ~) + ~*.  v (¢v .  ~)] - 2v .  AF} <_ 0, 
(2o) 
where Af is such that NAf = N. Inequality (20) holds for arbitrary values of 6, V x g, H, V x 
only if a = 0 and fl = 0. 
Observe that 
e*. [v × (~v × e) + vC,V. 6)] = v .  [~(v × E) × e*] + ~(v × e).  (v × 6*) 
+ v .  My .  E)e*] - ~(v.  6). (v .  6*) 
and the like for ~7 × (~V x T/) + V((V- T/). Accordingly, inequality (20) can be given the form 
~{i~ke*. e + ~(v × 6). (v × 6*) - , (v .  e ) (v .  e*) 
#7~*. 7-I + ~(V × 7~*)- (V × 7-/) - ¢(V. T/*)(V- 7-/) (21) 
+V-  (v(V × 6) x E* + r/(V. £)E* + ~(V × 7"/) x 7-/* + 4(V. 7-/)~*)] - 2V..N'} < 0. 
Hence, it follows that 
e i>O,  ~_>0,  vi>_O, ~ I>0,  ~?~<_0, 0_<0 
as w > 0 and 
= ~-[v(V × 6) x 6" + ~(v .  ~)~* + ~(v × ~)  x ~* + ¢(v .  n)~*] .  N 
These conditions, along with the vanishing of a and fl are also sufficient for the compatibility 
of (18) and (19) with the second law in the form (5). 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
Models for optical activity, which account also for (dissipative) memory effects, are considered 
and compatibility with thermodynamics is investigated. As particular cases, the DBF model 
turns out to be compatible with thermodynamics while the model (18),(19) holds only if a = 0, 
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/3 --- 0. This is due to the fact that,  by (18),(19), V x E and ~7 x ~/may take arbi t rary values. 
Now by (13), subject to (14), in the simpler case a# = f~e =: ¢, we have 
7)=~C+i~ ~/, B=-i~ ~+~/ .  
Consequently, if ¢ /5  is real, then (17) holds identically and any value of ¢ is allowed. This shows 
that  compatibi l i ty with thermodynamics  i  allowed if 7-/affects 7) and E affects B as in (22). I t  
is of  interest that  such is the case for the DBF  model as well as for the Condon model [8] 
D = eE - a l l ,  B = ~H + al~, 
applied to t ime-harmonic fields, and the Chambers model [91 
D = eE + xH,  B : /~H - xE  
if a is real and X is imaginary. 
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